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The Most Dangerious
Bible Translation In
The Entire Bible See

Mark 16:1-2

Of

That Make Bible
Translations
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Run a search on the internet “Who gave
pagan nams to the days of the week in the
Bible?”
Answer: The Babylonians named their
days after the five planetary bodies
known to them (Tuesday through
Saturday) and after the Sun and Moon
(Sunday and Monday
The Egyptions start their Days first at
midnight that requires two revolutions of
the arth upon it’s axis to get two different
dark periods.
Do you agree that your god of your days
of the Bible is just as pagan as the same
gods of the Babylonians and the
Egyptians?  It is true for over seventeen
hundred years the larger groups of
“Christians” are keeping a total different time
keeping system a pagan time keeping system
for their tanslated Bibles.

We have hundreds of articles made over forty
years warning the holy people of God to
come out of their paganism of the Catholic
church or God will surely reject them..
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Beware of The Devil’s Most Dangerous Bible
Translation is Mark 16-1-2
Everywhere in the Bible you have been
warned that Devils make false Bible
translations.  Mark 16:1-2 is the most
dangerous of all false Bible translation that is
made by devils in all the most popular Bibles
and also in most all the not so popular Bible
translations.
 Devils will also translate their Bibles to
teach false, when they teach that the Christ is
lying when he gives warning that we can be
deceived by devils and the deception made
by devils in false Bible translations will cause
us to lose our salvation.

Mistranslated In all the most popular Bibles
and in near all the not so popular Bibles,Mark 16:1-2 a false Bible
translation made by the
devils to appear to be
completely harmless but like
a hidden rattle snake after
one is bitten,
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Mark 16:1-2 is the most deadly of all Bible
translation in all the more popular Bible
translations.

Take careful note, to be able to deceive the
Holy People of God  the Devil must firstl
make false Bible translations (such as in the
false record of Mark 16:1-2)  The devils must
be the most clever and ingenious and the
most adroit Bible translator before he or she
can mistranslate the Bible that will deceive
the Holy People of God . Holy people of God
are not stupid.  As intelligent as the holy
people of God are, in prophecy they record
declares that they will be deceived and in
their deceit God will give the decived holy
people over to the hand of their wicked
deceiver.

Take note this prophecy is for “the
Everlasting Kingdom of God.” The Ekklesia
Bible translation Daniel {7:23} Thus he said,
The fourth beast shall be a fourth kingdom
upon earth, which shall be different from all
the kingdoms, and shall devour the entire
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earth, and shall tread it down, and break it
in pieces.

{7:24} And as for the ten horns, out of this
kingdom shall ten kings arise: and another
[the eleventh horn] shall arise after them;
and he shall be different from the [other
kings], and he shall defeat three kings.
{7:25} And he [the eleventh horn] shall
speak [blasphemous] words against the
Most High, and [the blasphemous words]
shall deceive the Holy People of the Most
High; and he shall think [he can] change
the set times [to worship] and [change] the
laws [of the most high]; and they [the
deceived Holy People] shall be given into his
hand until a time and times and the dividing
[of the Holy People] for a time.

In History the eleventh Horn is Constantine
(see the changes in “set times” to worship
from the resurrection in the evening to the
false resurrection in the morning in the Edict
of Constantine CE 321
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For your eternal salvation, if you accept this
one false translated record saying the women
coming to the empty tomb on Sunday after
Sunrise and the women will Purchase spices
after midnight on Sunday, the eternal
consequence for that false Bible translation is
so astronomical, so complex in your
deception and is made so completely
complicated by the devils that there remains
little hope for you in your total deception.

If in your mind you can not recognized this
false Bible translation of Mark 16:1 the end
results for your deception made by devils is
for you the most catastrophic more than a
rattle snake bite. If could see the damage
from this false Translation  you wouk not
sleep until you have made cetain you have
the truth.

Let us examine how devils make false Bible
translations in Mark 16:1-2 with the only
purpose to rob you of your eternal life.
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For your eternal salvation, learn the truth
what the devils have done in false Bible
translations to deceive you such as this false
Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2.
This most dangerous Bible translation is
made by clever manipulations of the devils is
not the only purpose devils deceive you and
rob you of eternal life.

Devils have a more important purpose than
just wanting to deceive you; devils want to
make this false Bible translation in Mark
16:1-2 to protect the false teaching of a
Sunday resurrection of the Catholic
Catechism that is taught first by the Catholic
Church.
 We warn you that if you are made to believe
this false Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2,
may well rob you of your eternal life.  You
read this verse and this record is saying that
the women purchase spices -after the seventh
day Sabbath on the day of the sun god or
Sunday which is the first day of the seven
cycles of the seven day solar “week” of the
seven sky gods. This one false Bible
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translaion will establish the pagan time
keeping for the entire Bible.

In astronomy the study of time the word
“week” is described in the study of time by
astronomers is identified as “solar days” that

begin to be measured artificially with
instruments at Midnight.

Bible days are not
measure artificially
with clocks but are
measured naturally
only with the eye from
dusk of the evening

Archbishop Stephen Langton of the Catholic
Church has made Chapter numbers for all
translated Bibles in the entire world -except
the Ekklesia Bible translation.  Take note this
a true Bible translation but to deceive you,
the record is placed in the wrong chapter by
the archbishop Stephen Langton of the
Catholic Church Mark 16:1  And when the
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Sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene,
and Mary the mother of James, and
Salome, bought spices, that they might
come and anoint him.
Again take note a true Bible translation but
“What Sabbath is Past?” (see parallel verse
 Luke 23:56).

Take careful note, what makes this verse
Mark 16:1 appear to be completely harmless
is, the translation of this verse is a true and
exact Bible translation.  What makes this a
dangerous Bible translation is, this record of
the purchase of spices is misplaced in the
wrong chapter with the the only purpose to
deceive you and protect the Catholic
Catechism of the false sunrise resurrection..

The Reason for misplacing this record of the
purchase of spices to be made –After the
seventh day Sabbath is made by devils to
protect the false teaching of a Sunday
morning resurrection that is taught in the
Catholic Catechism.
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Yes it was a member of the Catholic
Church, the archbishop Stephen Langton, A
devil that has made Chapter numbers for all
the more popular Bible translations.

Did you know that all your Bible chapter
numbers are made and are very cleverly
manipulated to deceive you by the
archbishop Stephen Langton, a member of
the Catholic Church?

In the twelfth century Archbishop Stephen
Langton made chapter numbers for the
Latin vulgate Bible translation.  All
translated Bibles -except the Ekklesia Bible
translation, copy chapter numbers that aremade by the

archbishop Stephen
Langton for the Latin
Vulgate of the Catholic
Church.
To complete this
deception in your

English Bible translations, in about 1385 CE
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John Wycliffe, a member of the Catholic
Church will make the first English Bible
translation. Wycliffe Bible translation is not a
Bible translaions fron any ancient manuscript.
The Wycliffe Bible is a copy made only from
the Latin Vulgate and the blasphemous words
and names are a copy from the false teaching
of the Catholic Catechism. All the more
Popular translated Bibles copy pagans parts of
the Wyciffe Bible copied from the Catholic
Catechsimm.

 Now your Bible translators will translate false
the record of Mark 16:1-2 to say “the first
Bible week day is a pagan calendar of the sun
god or Sunday” (or the Bible “week day” is
the Bible week day “of the sun god’).

Note carefully the Greek record that is
mistranslated in Mark 16:2 -did say the word
“week.” Mark 16:2  the Greek word Sabbaton
is mistranslated as a “week.”

 The natural eye measure of the seven day
solar cycles of the “Sabbaton” is not the same
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word equivalent as the artificial clock
measure of a seven day solar cycles of the

Think seriously of
your civil day of
your “week” of the
seven pagan sky
gods as being the
same as your Bible

days of seven pagan sky gods. Just how pagan
is your Bible translation?
(1) The Bible “week”day of the sun god Ra or
Sunday is the first day of the week of the seven
sky gods.
 (2) Monday or the god of Moon day is the
second Bible day of the seven sky gods. The
moon goddess Artemis came to be associated
with Selene,

word “week” (of the seven pagan
sky gods.
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(3) “Tuesday” is the third Bible “week” day
of the war god “Twi.”
If the measure of a Bible Sabbaton is not the
same measure of the week of the seven sky
gods, then the Bible Sabbaton can not be
correctly translated as a Bible “week.”  The
Greek word Sabbaton has no word
equivalent in the English language. Proof
here is how the Sabbaton of God in the
Bible is to be measured.
See in the Greek Septuagint how the word
Sabbaton is written and is to be measured
from dusk of the evening  in Leviticus 23.  .
{23:31} you shall do no manner of work: it
is a statute for ever throughout your
generations in all your dwellings. {23:32} It
shall be unto you a Sabbaton of solemn rest,
and you shall afflict your souls: in the ninth
day of the moon at [dusk of} even, from
[dusk of] even unto [dusk of] even, shall you
keep your Sabbaton.
   Then you question what could be so bad
about this Bible translation that is made to
say that the women will purchase spices -
after the seventh day Sabbath on the first
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day of the week of the seven sky gods or
Sunday?
This false Bible translation is making the
hard contradiction to the parallel record of
the same women and the same record of the
purchase of spice is made -before the seventh
day Sabbath  in Luke chapter 23.
23:49} And all his acquaintance, and the
women that followed with him from Galilee,
stood afar off, seeing these things. {23:50}
And behold, a man named Joseph, who was
a councilor, a good and righteous man
{23:51} (he had not consented to their
counsel and deed), [a man] of Arimathaea,
a city of the Jews, who was looking for the
kingdom of God: {23:52} this man went to
Pilate, and asked for the body of Y’ehsus.
{23:53} And he took it down, and wrapped
it in a linen cloth, and laid him in a tomb
that was hewn in stone, where never man
had yet lain. {23:54} And it [the crucifixion]
was [on] the day the Preparation, and the
[high Passover] Sabbath was [epiphosko]
beginning to light up the night [of the new
solar day for the time to eat the Passover].
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{23:55} And the women, who had come
with him out of Galilee, followed after, and
beheld the tomb, and how his body was laid.
{23:56} And they [the women] returned
[after the Passover Sabbath], and prepared
spices and ointments. And on the [seventh]
Sabbath [day] they rested according to the
commandment.

[Amplifying in brackets is mine and take
note the amplifying does not change truth
in understanding “Dynamic Equivalent”
or “thought for thought” from any Bible
translation in any other Bible.] This record
of Luke reveals the purchase of spices is
made by the women in th erecord of Mark
is made clear the day before the seventh
day Sabbath. Take note it is the same
women in the record of Luke or the same
women that purchase spices in the record
of Mark. Then to make a true Bible
translation the record of the purchase of
spices by Mark should be placed in the end
of chapter 15 to make the record parallel
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to the same record of the purchase of
Spices at the end of Luke chapter 23.
 See how the Ekklesia Bible translates
Mark 5:48. and in Mark 16:1-2.
Mark 16:1 is the third visit to the tomb by
Maria Magdalene. Then take note, as the
third visit to the timb, there is no apparent
contradiction in Mark 16:7. The women in
this visit to the time will not go and tell
anyone because the record clearly is teaching
that they have already gone to tell everyone
some twelve hours earlier at the true
resurrection moment of the Christ.


